The short-lasting attenuation of brain oscillations is termed event-related desynchronization (ERD). It is frequently found in the alpha and beta bands in humans during generation, observation, and imagery of movement and is considered to reflect cortical motor activity and action-perception coupling. The shared information driving ERD in all these motor-related behaviors is unknown. We investigated whether particular laws governing production and perception of curved movement may account for the attenuation of alpha and beta rhythms. Human movement appears to be governed by relatively few kinematic laws of motion. One dominant law in biological motion kinematics is the 2/3 power law (PL), which imposes a strong dependency of movement speed on curvature and is prominent in actionperception coupling. Here we directly examined whether the 2/3 PL elicits ERD during motion observation by characterizing the spatiotemporal signature of ERD. ERDs were measured while human subjects observed a cloud of dots moving along elliptical trajectories either complying with or violating the 2/3 PL. We found that ERD within both frequency bands was consistently stronger, arose faster, and was more widespread while observing motion obeying the 2/3 PL. An activity pattern showing clear 2/3 PL preference and lying within the alpha band was observed exclusively above central motor areas, whereas 2/3 PL preference in the beta band was observed in additional prefrontal-central cortical sites. Our findings reveal that compliance with the 2/3 PL is sufficient to elicit a selective ERD response in the human brain.
Introduction
Localized power attenuation in an ongoing EEG rhythm, known as event-related desynchronization (ERD), is associated with increased excitability of cortical neurons during sensory, cognitive, and motor processing (Gastaut, 1952; Neuper and Pfurtscheller, 2001a) . ERD is linked with motor-related brain functions, mainly execution and imagery of motor actions (Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999; Pfurtscheller et al., 2006) . In humans, sensorimotor ERD within alpha and beta frequency bands (8 -13 Hz, known as mu rhythm, and 15-25 Hz, respectively) may reflect cortical activity analogous to the monkey's mirror neuron system (e.g., Hari et al., 1998; Oberman et al., 2005; Perry and Bentin, 2009 ) because this activity arises during both observation of actions and their execution.
ERD has been extensively used for studying the mechanisms of vision and sensorimotor control (Jasper and Penfield, 1949; Pfurtscheller, 2001 ) and is of rapidly growing clinical interest (Leocani and Comi, 2006) . However, it is unknown whether there are common underlying physical attributes of movement that trigger ERD in both action and perception. Nor has a spatiotemporal ERD pattern in response to motion stimuli been fully characterized.
One potential source of action-perception coupling is the invariant regularities constraining the kinematics of human movement. Because of the considerable redundancy in movement control, any action can be hypothetically performed in many different ways by following many different kinematic profiles (Bernstein, 1967) . However, various behavioral and modeling studies have indicated that the CNS generates movements showing specific kinematic regularities (Soechting and Lacquaniti, 1981; Bizzi et al., 2000; Flash and Hochner, 2005) . Hence, human movements obey specific kinematic rules, the so-called kinematic laws of motion (e.g., Fitts, 1954; Abend et al., 1982; Flash and Hogan, 1985; Todorov and Jordan, 1998) . One such dominant law is the two-thirds power law (2/3 PL) (Lacquaniti et al., 1983) , which was shown to constrain movement generation (Viviani and Flash, 1995; de'Sperati and Viviani, 1997) . This law dictates a specific relationship between a movement's temporal and geometric features according to the mathematical expression as follows:
where A is the instantaneous angular velocity of the movement, C is the instantaneous curvature, and the parameter K is a piecewise constant coefficient called the velocity gain factor. Here, instead of using the above formulation, we use an alternative, mathematically equivalent formulation of the 2/3 PL:
where V is the magnitude of tangential velocity and R is the radius of curvature raised to the power 1/3. Although this exponent was repeatedly found to have the value of 1/3 for elliptical trajectories (Lacquaniti et al., 1983) , it has other values for other movement paths (Richardson and Flash, 2002) . Similarly to the ERD observation, the 2/3 PL constraint was demonstrated both in movement generation and motion perception (Viviani and Stucchi, 1992; Dayan et al., 2007; Casile et al., 2010) .
Here we examined the role of this kinematic regularity (2/3 PL) in eliciting alpha and beta ERD in humans during observation of motion. We compared the strength, spatial distribution, and onset of the ERD elicited while observing this and other motion types.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Thirteen paid healthy subjects participated in the experiment (8 male, 5 female; age 27 Ϯ 2.5 years) after signing a written informed consent form approved by the Weizmann Institute of Science Ethical Committee in accordance with the Helsinki application approved by the Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical Center. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were right-handed.
Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of clouds of white dots (Dayan et al., 2007) rigidly moving along elliptical paths against a dark background (Fig. 1) . The eccentricity of the elliptical path, ⑀, was fixed at 0.968 (Levit-Binnun et al., 2006) based on the following formula:
where B major and B minor indicate the ellipses' major and minor semi-axes, respectively. The cloud of dots completed one cycle of elliptical trajectory in 1.5 s, corresponding to an average velocity of 9.4 cm/s. During the EEG recordings, subjects viewed a 9 s video presenting 6 cycles of the moving cloud of dots. The stimuli moved along the elliptical trajectories with velocity profiles according to four different laws of motion kinematics obeying the following general equation:
The four different conditions were as follows: (1) the 2/3 PL where ␤ ϭ 1/3 (2/3 PL; Fig. 1 , cyan); (2) Euclidean where ␤ ϭ 0; the speed remained constant for the entire geometric path (Fig. 1, yellow) ; (3) hypo where ␤ ϭ Ϫ1/3; the speed increased during the curved segments of the path and decreased during the straighter segments (representing an inverse 2/3 PL motion; Fig. 1 , bright gray); and (4) hyper where ␤ ϭ 2/3; the movement was slower during more curved segments of the ellipse and faster during the straighter segments, relative to the 2/3 PL ( Fig. 1 , dark gray). Stimulus delivery and response acquisition were controlled by a PC using the Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems). Stimuli were presented on a 19 inch Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 930SB color monitor with a refresh rate of 100 Hz in an otherwise dark environment. In motion perception, the periodic movement of a dot along an elliptical trajectory is perceived as most uniform and smooth for velocity profiles obeying the 2/3 PL (Viviani and Stucchi, 1992) . This phenomenon has been extensively studied in motor control, especially given the theoretically demonstrated unique relation between the 2/3 PL and smoothness maximization while following different figural forms. Particularly, for elliptical trajectories, smoothness maximization was shown to be consistent with the 2/3 PL with some dependence of the exponent on the ellipse's eccentricity. Although, for other more complex shapes, other exponents resulted in maximally smooth movements (Richardson and Flash, 2002) , the elliptical trajectories used in this study were carefully chosen to elicit modulations in the smoothness of the motion kinematics that is maximized by the 2/3 PL.
Experimental procedure
Each trial began with a fixation period. To reduce the predictability of stimulus onset, the duration of the fixation period was set at 6 s Ϯ⌬ t where ⌬ t was randomly selected from the set ͭ Ϫ 1, Ϫ 1 2 , 0, 1 2 , 1 ͮ . At stimulus onset, a 9 s video presenting the moving cloud of dots was initiated. The video also continuously displayed a white fixation cross at the center of the elliptical path. During the last 0.5 s of the video presentation, the fixation cross randomly changed color to either green or red.
To monitor eye fixation and general alertness, the subjects were instructed to report the color of the fixation cross at the end of each trial by pressing a corresponding keyboard key button. A session was composed of 4 blocks of 20 trials each, the blocks being separated by a rest period of 2-4 min. Each block displayed all four motion types in a randomized order (5 trials for each motion type).
EEG recording and data analysis
EEG signals were continuously recorded at 64 cortical sites using AgAgCl pin-type active electrodes mounted on an elastic cap according to the extended 10 -20 system (ActiveTwo, BioSemi, impedance Ͻ5 k⍀). Two additional reference electrodes were placed at the right and left mastoids. Recordings were filtered online using the ADC's decimation low-pass filter with a 3 dB attenuation point at one-fifth of the sampling rate (256 Hz). EEG data were rereferenced offline to the average of the reference mastoid electrodes. Recordings were synchronized with the onset of the visual stimulus. Data from 15 subjects were recorded. All trials were visually inspected for movement artifacts, and highly noisy trials (Ͻ10% of all trials) were discarded. Data consisting of low alpha band activity (1 subject) were discarded because of low signal-to-noise ratio. The data of a further subject were discarded because of the lack of any power attenuation in response to all four motion types (e.g., Nikouline et al., 2000; Lepage and Théoret, 2006) .
The data from the remaining 13 subjects consisted of 20 trials per motion type, with four different motion types. The EEG data were lowpass and high-pass filtered offline with 40 Hz and 2 Hz cutoff frequencies, respectively (by applying FIR and IIR filters using EEGLAB MATLAB toolbox) (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) . Independent component analysis was applied to each of the subjects' EEG datasets, and components related to eye blinks and eye movements were discarded based on a standard approach using the ADJUST plugin (Mognon et al., 2011) . EEG power spectra were obtained by computing discrete Fourier transforms using a fixedlength sliding window of 128 samples (0.5 s epochs) and averaged by a Hamming window allowing for a frequency resolution of 2 Hz with window overlap of 124 samples.
Based on previous studies of movement (Crone et al., 1998; Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999; Neuper and Pfurtscheller, 2001a) and clinical studies involving motor imagery (e.g., Kühn et al., 2006) , the EEG data were separated into two frequency bands for further analysis. The alpha band range was adapted for each subject because it has been reported that the specific band within the alpha range that is sensitive to action varies among subjects (e.g., Muthukumaraswamy and Johnson, 2004) . The beta band range was analyzed within 19 -21 Hz (Pfurtscheller et al., 1997; Neuper and Pfurtscheller, 2001b; Hatsopoulos, 2009) . To determine the alpha band range corresponding to motor processing in each subject, the power modulations in the motor-related central electrode (Cz) were averaged across all motion types and time, from 1 s after stimulus onset until the end of the recording. For each subject, we identified a frequency range between 8 and 13 Hz at which the largest power attenuation occurred. A 2 Hz window around this frequency (1 Hz below and 1 Hz above) was used for further analysis.
ERD signals were calculated as follows: for each subject and electrode, we obtained the mean power spectra across trials from the same motion type (for a display of spectrogram of electrode Cz, see Fig. 2A ). For each frequency, ERD signals were defined as the percentage change in power spectrum using a typical ERD time window of 0.5-1.5 s after stimulus onset relative to the average power during a reference period of 3.5-0.5 s before the stimulus onset. A more negative ERD indicated stronger power attenuation relative to the reference period and was considered to reflect increased motor cortex excitability. The ERD signals were downsampled to a rate of 8 samples per movement cycle (1.5 s) both for the analyses of the ROI (Fig. 3) and of the extended ROI (see below). ERD signals were normalized by log transformation before the parametric statistical tests. For the spatiotemporal analysis of the ERD signals, they were down-sampled to a rate of 64 Hz to reduce between-sample dependencies.
Independent component analysis was conducted to validate our model-driven analysis and examine the spectral properties of the central alpha and beta ERDs, within and across subjects. To define the electrode weights of the different independent components (ICs), epoched data within a time window of Ϫ1.5 to 1.5 s, around stimulus onset, were used (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995; Makeig et al., 2004) . The component maximizing the contribution from the vertex electrode was determined for each subject independently (central IC). The power spectra defined by these components were calculated within two time frames (encompassing the total length of each trial): one corresponding to the baseline (baseline, 4 s before stimulus onset) and the second corresponding to the stimulus presentation (stimulus, 9 s following onset), separately.
The central IC was used to investigate desynchronization, or power reduction, as a function of frequency band. For comparison, we investigated an occipital IC (the independent component governed by the Oz electrode) as well. Figure 2B shows the normalized power of the central (left panel) and occipital (right panel) ICs, separately calculated for two time frames (baseline and stimulus, see above). The normalized power was calculated for all frequencies and subjects and collapsed across the four experimental conditions. A corresponding sign test was performed for testing the hypothesis that the "baseline" power is larger than the "stimulus" power. The resulting p values are shown in the pink bars (the y-axis on the right). The red line indicates p ϭ 0.05. This analysis shows reduced power around the 10 and 20 Hz frequency bands (rolandic rhythms). Unlike the central IC power reduction of rolandic rhythms, power reductions in the occipital IC were observed only for the alpha frequency band (associated with a visual response).
Across-subjects analysis
For each subject, condition, and frequency band, topographic maps of the ERD signals were calculated by averaging these signals. To construct the ERD across-subjects significance maps, the ERD amplitudes obtained from all the electrodes were interpolated over a scalp model represented in the Talairach coordinate space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) using "natural neighbor" interpolation (Sibson and Thomson, 1981) in MAT-LAB (MathWorks) for visualization purposes. Sign tests for each electrode were then conducted using the ERD amplitudes derived for all subjects (n ϭ 13). For each motion type, electrodes with Ͻ5% change in median ERD across subjects (sign test, p Ͼ 0.0008; Bonferroni correction n ϭ 64) were considered nonsignificant electrodes and were labeled "nonrobust electrodes" (Fig. 4A, gray) . Electrodes showing significantly low p values across subjects ( p Ͻ 0.0008) were considered to represent robust ERD activities across subjects at that cortical site and were thus designated "robust electrodes" (Fig. 4A , color-coded based on the corresponding grand average ERD). The p values of the sign tests were also Figure 2 . A, Time-frequency analysis of the power change in the spectrum of EEG signals in electrode Cz averaged across all trials of all subjects for the 2/3 PL motion. Dashed line indicates stimulus onset. Red represents larger ERD. ERDs were found both in alpha and in beta frequency bands. B, The normalized power across two time frames (baseline, stimulus) of two ICs: central component (left) and occipital component (right; see EEG recording and data analysis). The normalized power was calculated for all frequencies and subjects and collapsed across the four experimental conditions. Right, y-axis represents the resulting p values from sign tests examining the hypothesis that baseline power is larger than stimulus power. Red line indicates p ϭ 0.05. interpolated using the interpolation method described above. A statistical threshold of p ϭ 0.0008 indicated that Ͼ10 subjects showed a power attenuation response stronger than a 5% change in power for the respective electrode and motion type. A similar approach for evaluating stability across trials was used by Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva (1999) .
Spatiotemporal grand average analysis
The above across-subjects analysis aimed to characterize spatial ERD patterns in response to different motion kinematics. Unlike this analysis that focused on a restricted time window (0.5-1.5 s following stimulus onset) and on estimating the magnitude of the ERD responses to each motion type across subjects (the response robustness), in the next portion of our analysis we investigated the grand average across subjects of the entire 9 s recording time. This enabled us to assess the temporal persistency of the ERD in each electrode and, subsequently, across clusters of electrodes.
Grand average temporal ERD profiles were computed separately for each electrode, frequency band, and motion type by averaging ERD for each time bin (see below) during the entire 9 s recording time. Stimuli were continuously presented, and the ERD was generally not followed by an event-related synchronization ( Fig. 2A, ERD spectrogram) . Accurately examining the temporal patterns of the ERD was not possible without a defined model of the underlying distribution of ERD over time and across the experimentally used motion types. However, comparison across the different motion types and electrodes required no a priori parametric assumptions. Our temporal assessment of the ERD profiles was based on the assumption that samples widely separated in time are statistically independent (Halliday and Rosenberg, 1999; Kühn et al., 2006) . The motion type generating the largest ERD was determined for each electrode and time bin (15.62 ms), resulting in one temporal series ("signature") per electrode, which considered all motion types. Figure 5A (top) shows the temporal signature of all electrodes in the alpha band, where each color represents a different motion type using the same color code as in Figure 1 : cyan represents 2/3 PL ͩ ␤ ϭ 1 3 ͪ ; yellow represents Euclidean ͑␤ ϭ 0͒; bright gray represents hypo ͩ ␤ ϭ Ϫ 1 3 ͪ ; dark gray represents hyper ͩ ␤ ϭ 2 3 ͪ . The "barcode" (Fig. 5A, bottom) illustrates the temporal signature in the alpha band for electrode C6.
Clustering analysis. To detect shared spatiotemporal patterns signifying coactivation of electrodes, the ERD temporal signature across electrodes was investigated. Hierarchical clustering of the electrodes expressed the similarity of the time series (temporal signatures) among all electrodes (Fig. 5A, top) . Such similarity was based on the Hamming distance between the signature functions of all electrodes (using MATLAB function "linkage" with the "complete" distance parameter). The derived clusters are shown in the y-axis of the dominance onset figures (Fig. 5B) , where each cluster was designated by a letter (A-E and F for the alpha band and AЈ-EЈ and FЈ for the beta band). The clusters' spatial distribution is illustrated on the schematic brain map in Figure 5B (top for the alpha band, bottom panel for the beta band).
Dominant motion type.
To characterize the temporal signature of each electrode, the motion type eliciting the persistently strongest ERD over time was termed the "dominant motion type." The persistency was defined in statistical terms. It related to a time period starting at the "dominance onset" time and continuing for all the subsequent time bins until the end of the 9 s recording period. The dominant motion type was determined by a binomial test. The null hypothesis assigned each motion type a chance level probability of being dominant within any specific time bin ͩ p ϭ 1 4 ͪ . For each motion type (under its null hypothesis) and time bin, we computed the probability of obtaining the examined temporal signature.
Because we were interested in responses with early onsets, a motion type was considered "dominant" based on three criteria: (1) its corresponding probabilities based on the binomial test detailed above became persistently lower than those of the other motion types from a given point in time onwards. This was termed dominance onset. (2) Dominance onset was detected within the first 5 s after stimulus onset; and (3) its corresponding probabilities (see the binomial test described above) were Figure 3 . The ERD grand averages for each motion type: hyper (␤ ϭ 2/3), 2/3 PL (␤ ϭ 1/3), Euclidean (␤ ϭ 0), hypo (␤ ϭ Ϫ1/3). Right panels, Motor ROI (averaged over the CPz, Cz, and FCz electrodes). Left panels, Nonmotor ROI (averaged over Oz, POz, and Pz electrodes). Top panels, Analysis in the alpha range (adapted for each subject). Bottom panels, Analysis in the beta range (centered on 20 Hz). Box plots provide a statistical summary of the underlying temporal distributions. Red lines indicate medians. Edges of the box represent 25th and 75th percentiles of the data. Whiskers extend to the most extreme ERD values. Each box also contains a notch whose ends estimate the 95% confidence interval for the medians (McGill et al., 1978) . This figure displays average ERD across the ROI electrodes, whereas the statistical analysis discussed in the text was applied to each electrode individually.
lower than a predefined threshold ( p ϭ 10 Ϫ8 ). This conservative threshold was selected based on a separate analysis of the entire activity, including baseline, to avoid a dominance onset that appeared before the stimulus onset. Therefore, there were cases where the strongest ERD could have been attributed to different motion types during different time bins, based on the temporal signature analysis but, from the point of view of statistical analysis, a single motion type acquired sufficient statistical tendency to be considered dominant. Figure 5A (right panel) exemplifies such a case by illustrating the power of this statistical tendency corresponding to the temporal signature of the C6 electrode (Fig. 5A , bottom left). For each motion type, we counted the accumulated number of time bins during which that motion type elicited the strongest ERD. The statistical power here was defined by Ϫlog(P) where P corresponded to the probability (for each motion type) of obtaining the observed count, which was updated for each time bin. Higher Ϫlog(P) values represent lower probabilities for accepting the null hypothesis based on the binomial test. This probability was calculated for each time point based on all prior time bins. Thus, although this temporal signature analysis showed fluctuations with respect to the motion type eliciting the strongest ERD, in probabilistic terms the 2/3 PL was persistently pre- electrode. This time series shows which motion type generated the largest ERD for each time bin. Colors indicate motion types: cyan represents 2/3 PL; yellow represents Euclidean; bright gray represents hypo; dark gray represents hyper. Right, The power of the statistical tendency corresponding to the temporal signature of the C6 electrode. The statistical power here was defined by Ϫlog(P) where P corresponds to the probability (for each motion type) of obtaining the observed temporal dominance under the null hypothesis. Higher Ϫlog(P) values represent increased dominance. Thus, although this temporal signature shows fluctuations of the motion type eliciting the strongest ERD, in probabilistic terms the 2/3 PL was persistently preferred. B, Spatiotemporal analysis for the alpha (top) and beta bands (bottom). Right, Ordinate represents the electrodes arranged in the clusters while minimizing the distance between adjacent electrodes in the hierarchical tree (MATLAB function dendrogram). Also shown are their corresponding dominant motion types and dominance onset. The dominant motion type generated a persistently larger ERD than other motion types. The dominance onset was the earliest time bin from which a given motion type elicited a persistently larger ERD than all other motion types. "X" markers indicate electrodes for which a motion type was dominant at least 5 s following onset. The letters of the clusters match the letters in the schematic brain maps on the left. Colors as in A. ferred (i.e., was the most dominant motion type). This type of analysis was therefore used to determine the dominant motion type and to compare dominance onsets for different electrodes.
Results
Motor ROI
We first examined whether a stronger sensorimotor ERD was more evident in response to observing the 2/3 PL motion type than when observing the other types of motion. The Cz, FCz, and CPz electrodes, covering part of the medial sensorimotor cortex, comprised the motor ROI, whereas the Oz, POz, and Pz electrodes, covering part of the parieto-occipital cortex, were chosen to represent the nonmotor control ROI. For this analysis, a time window of 0.5-1.5 s relative to the stimulus onset was chosen, as is common in ERD research for the alpha and beta band ranges (Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999) . ERD temporal profiles were averaged across trials for each subject, motor ROI electrode, and condition. Next, to compare each of the other motion types with the 2/3 PL motion, ERD profiles were analyzed by a repeated-measures ANOVA, followed by Dunnett's correction for multiple comparison. ERD in the alpha band was significantly modulated by motion type in the Cz electrode (F (3,260) ϭ 4.75, p ϭ 0.003), where the 2/3 PL motion generated the largest ERD ( p Ͻ 0.05). ERD in the beta band was significantly modulated by motion type in the FCz electrode (F (3,260) ϭ 2.69, p ϭ 0.047), where the 2/3 PL motion generated the largest ERD ( p Ͻ 0.05). In both frequency bands, none of the motor ROI electrodes showed significant preference for any of the other motion types.
Further examination revealed not only that the 2/3 PL motion type resulted in the strongest response, but also that the larger the divergence from this kinematic regularity, assessed according to the ␤ value for each motion type, the weaker was the response. Figure 3 shows the temporal distribution (ERD across time, sampled at 64 Hz) of the grand average ERD for the motor and the nonmotor control ROIs (right and left panels, respectively) and for the alpha and beta bands (upper and bottom panels, respectively). Figure 3 displays average ERD across the ROI electrodes, whereas the statistical analysis discussed above was applied to each electrode individually. Increased motor cortex excitability is reflected in a larger decrease in power relative to the baseline (i.e., in an ERD with larger magnitude). In the alpha band, 2/3 PL motion elicited stronger ERD in both the motor and nonmotor ROIs. In the motor ROI, ERD was modulated by the motion kinematics, decreasing gradually and monotonically as the motion type diverged from the 2/3 PL. In the beta band, the 2/3 PL motion elicited stronger ERD in response to the 2/3 PL in the motor ROI but not in the control ROI.
Extended ROI
To determine whether other brain areas (not necessarily motor) were modulated by kinematic regularities, we performed an analysis as described above on all 64 electrodes, using ␣ ϭ 0.0008 (based on Bonferroni correction taking into account the number of electrodes, n ϭ 64) to account for multiple analyses. This showed that no further electrodes were modulated by motion type in the alpha band (data not shown); thus, alpha activity responding early to 2/3 PL motion was confined exclusively to central motor and premotor sites. An increased beta band ERD in response to 2/3 PL motion was detected in several additional frontal and right prefrontal electrodes (data not shown): Fpz, AF4, F6, FC4, and AFz (F (3,240) ϭ 15.65, p Ͻ 0.0001; F (3,260) ϭ 11.57, p Ͻ 0.0001; F (3,260) ϭ 10.22, p Ͻ 0.0001; F (3,260) ϭ 8.63, p Ͻ 0.0001; F (3,260) ϭ 10.59, p Ͻ 0.0001). Importantly, no electrode showed significant preference for any of the other three motion types in either the alpha or the beta bands.
Across-subjects analysis
We quantified the "robustness" (across-subjects significance) of the spatial ERD patterns (topographies) independently for each motion type. Such topographic analysis may reveal the spatial extent of ERD that appears consistently across subjects for each of the frequency bands, an observation that has potential functional implications. Figure 4A shows the across-subjects significance map of ERD in the alpha and beta bands for each of the four motion types (left and right panels, respectively). Colored in gray are electrodes that resulted in no across-subjects significance. The electrodes in which there was across-subjects significance ( p Ͻ 0.0008) were color-coded based on the grand average ERD. For both frequency bands, the response to the 2/3 PL was more widespread than to any other motion type.
Alpha activity
The alpha band average response was strong at the central motor areas (colored sites, Cz, CPz) for all motion types. The motion type eliciting the most spatially extensive response was 2/3 PL motion (Fig. 4A, left) . Responses to the hypo motion type, kinematically the most divergent from the 2/3 PL motion, showed the least robust alpha ERD (gray area), suggesting a steadily decreasing response as the motion type became less regularized by the 2/3 PL (i.e., less "biological"; fitting with Fig. 3 ).
Beta activity
The beta band average response to the 2/3 PL motion revealed bilateral activity in premotor and motor sites (Fig. 4A , right, colored sites). The hyper and Euclidean motion kinematics revealed a local robust activity in the sensorimotor and parieto-occipital sites in contrast to the majority of gray electrodes (nonsignificant across subjects). The hypo motion kinematics generated a broader robust ERD response at motor sites. This result is consistent with other studies, such as Dayan et al. (2007) , who also found strong neural activity in specific brain areas in response to unnatural motion types, although this response was weaker and considerably less extensive than the response to the 2/3 PL (Gangitano et al., 2004; see also Costantini et al., 2005) . Furthermore, a recent study (Pavlidou et al., 2014) found a prominent effect of the biomechanical plausibility of an observed action on the beta band activity, with stronger attenuation of beta power in response to implausible than to plausible motion patterns in the left temporal parieto-occipital and sensorimotor brain areas.
The spatial extent of the response was quantified by the number of electrodes showing robust ERD, regardless of its magnitude or the electrode identity (see also Spatiotemporal grand average analysis). Figure 4B displays the proportion of electrodes showing a robust ERD response for each motion type and frequency band. To estimate the differences between the 2/3 PL proportion and the proportion of each of the other motion types within each frequency band, we applied a 2 test. The 2/3 PL motion type showed the most spatially extensive robust activity of all four motion types (evident in the larger proportions) in both alpha (black bars, 2/3 PL vs hyper; 2 ϭ 7.8; p ϭ 0.005, 2/3 PL vs Euclidean; 2 ϭ 5.1; p ϭ 0.02, 2/3 PL vs hypo; 2 ϭ 31.3; p Ͻ 0.001, df ϭ 1 for each comparison) and beta (gray bars, 2/3 PL vs hyper; 2 ϭ 19.3; p Ͻ 0.001, 2/3 PL vs Euclidean; 2 ϭ 17.3; p Ͻ 0.001, 2/3 PL vs hypo; 2 ϭ 8.0; p ϭ 0.004, df ϭ 1 for each comparison) frequency bands. Moreover, across frequency bands, the robust alpha activity was more widespread in this time interval than the robust beta activity (higher proportion for all motion types, hyper; 2 ϭ 39.2, p Ͻ 0.001, 2/3 PL; 2 ϭ 22.9, p Ͻ 0.001, Euclidean; 2 ϭ 42.5, p Ͻ 0.001, hypo; 2 ϭ 3.8, p ϭ 0.05). Figure 5 compares ERD across all four motion types for each electrode and at each time bin. The figure is based on the temporal signature of the individual electrodes, as well as on the coactivation of different electrodes. First, we computed the temporal signature for each electrode (the temporal signature of electrode C6 is presented in Fig. 5A , bottom, for illustration purposes only). ERD signals were averaged across trials and subjects. Then, for each electrode, a temporal signature was constructed by finding the motion type that elicited the largest ERD at any given time bin. Colors indicate motion types as in Figure 1 : cyan represents 2/3 PL ͩ ␤ ϭ 1 3 ͪ ; yellow represents Euclidean ͑␤ ϭ 0͒; bright gray represents hypo ͩ ␤ ϭ Ϫ 1 3 ͪ ; dark gray represents hyper ͩ ␤ ϭ 2 3 ͪ . To construct a spatiotemporal map, clustering analysis was applied (see Spatiotemporal grand average analysis). Electrodes were clustered based on the similarity of their temporal ERD signature (for the temporal signatures of all electrodes, see Fig. 5A, top) . Second, we examined this temporal signature for each electrode to determine whether the response to any motion type was persistently larger (dominant) than to all other motion types, considering the full 9 s recording time (see Spatiotemporal grand average analysis). Dominance onset indicates the earliest time bin at which a given motion type became persistently dominant.
Spatiotemporal grand average analysis
Figure 5B (right) shows the following: (1) dominant motion type (indicated by color, as in Fig. 5A ), (2) dominance onset (indicated along the x-axis), and (3) the corresponding cluster for each electrode (indicated by a letter next to the y-axis). If dominance onset was Ͼ5 s after stimulus onset, an "X" marker was used. The clusters are indicated by a dendrogram tree on the left. Electrodes, which were clustered together, are indexed by the same letter (A-E and F for the alpha band and AЈ-EЈ and FЈ for the beta band). Figure 5B (left) shows a schematic brain map with the electrode clusters. Figure 5B shows the results of the analysis for the alpha (top) and beta (bottom) bands. The 2/3 PL (cyan) was the earliest dominant motion type in both frequency bands, becoming dominant within 1 s after stimulus onset. No other motion type generated such an immediate response. In addition, the 2/3 PL was the prevalent dominant motion type in the beta band.
The response to the 2/3 PL (cyan) in the alpha band started more posteriorly (cluster F) and in the beta band more anteriorly (clusters DЈ, EЈ). In the alpha band, the most immediately reactive clusters were the central motor and right post-central clusters, which showed a preferred response to 2/3 PL motion. Euclidean motion (yellow) became dominant Ͼ2 s after stimulus onset in more anterior regions (clusters E, A). The hyper motion type (dark gray) exhibited the most delayed dominance onset, 3 s after stimulus onset, in a restricted left parietal region (cluster D) . No electrode showed a preference for the hypo condition (bright gray). Overall, the grand average spatiotemporal analysis of the alpha band response revealed that the 2/3 PL preference showed the most rapid onset of all four motion types. Moreover, in line with previous ROI analyses, 2/3 PL ERD was focused at the sites of the central electrodes.
In the beta band, the majority of electrodes showed a preferred response to the 2/3 PL motion type ͩ ␤ ϭ 1 3
, cyan ͪ ; thus, the beta band 2/3 PL ERD was more widespread than the alpha band. The most immediate dominance was that of the 2/3 PL starting 1 s after stimulus onset. This was seen in right precentral and right temporal clusters (clusters DЈ, AЈ) and later in central and frontal regions (clusters EЈ, BЈ, FЈ). The Euclidean motion type (␤ ϭ 0, yellow) was dominant in 2 left parietal electrodes (cluster CЈ). Finally, the 2/3 PL preference was more widespread for the beta than for the alpha band but was similar across bands in its immediate response onsets.
Discussion
Here we found the imprints of the kinematics of observed motion on alpha and beta ERD. The ERD in both alpha and beta bands evoked by motion obeying the 2/3 PL was stronger than that evoked by all other motion types. Alpha ERD selectivity for 2/3 PL motion was mainly observed at motor areas, whereas beta ERD responses selective to motion obeying this law were recorded at motor and prefrontal nonmotor sites. ERD research usually considers only early responses. Here, our spatiotemporal analysis revealed that 2/3 PL selectivity remained persistent over time. A corresponding clustering analysis showed that alpha ERD evolved from sensorimotor areas to other cortical sites. Inspection of the early responses in an across-subjects analysis revealed that responses to motion obeying the 2/3 PL in both alpha and beta bands were more widespread than for motion obeying other laws. Across all motion types, the early alpha activity was more widespread than the early beta activity, which was focused at central motor sites before it spread to a wider area.
Together, our results reveal that ERD within both frequency bands was consistently stronger, more widespread, and arose faster during the observation of motion obeying the 2/3 PL than motion with kinematic profiles obeying other power laws.
The organization of kinematically driven alpha and beta ERD
The ERD in a motor ROI (Cz, FCz, CPz) was strongest for the 2/3 PL motion type in both alpha and beta bands. Significant alpha band ERD patterns were evoked by the 2/3 PL motion in the Cz electrode. In the beta band, ERD was significant in the more anterior FCz electrode. The power attenuations described here spatially match the increased BOLD activity reported by Dayan et al. (2007) in both the motor and SMA cortices when observing a similar abstract visual stimulus moving according to the 2/3 PL.
ERD was maximal for the 2/3 PL motion type, becoming weaker and less widespread as the movement diverged from this specific motion type (quantified by the deviation of the beta exponent from 1/3, see Eq. 4). This clear preference for the 2/3 PL, found both in this ERD analysis and earlier fMRI findings (Dayan et al., 2007) , supports the existence of a privileged neural imprint of the 2/3 PL in the human brain. Dayan et al. (2007) also reported that areas associated with mirror neuron (MN) activity were more responsive to motion complying with the 2/3 PL, thus suggesting a possible link between MN activities and motion kinematics. Lestou et al. (2008) established the functional involvement of parietofrontal areas in the processing of movement kinematics. Our results strengthen this conclusion; several frontal and right prefrontal electrodes in regions associated with the MN showed preferential tuning of the beta band responses to the 2/3 PL motion. This is also consistent with the findings of an action imitation study (Quandt et al., 2011) , which indicated the involvement of frontal cortical MN activity, exhibited as greater desynchronization in frontal electrodes.
Across-subjects analysis of the ERD responses (0.5-1.5 s) revealed a more diffuse spatial distribution of the alpha ERD while the beta ERD was more confined to central sites, showing typical bilateral responses (e.g., Hari et al., 1998) . Our results, which are consistent with previous studies (Crone et al., 1998; McFarland et al., 2000) , suggest distinct roles for the diffuse alpha and focused beta ERDs during evoked motor activation.
Alpha oscillations are classically considered to reflect an "idling" cortical state that is interrupted by motor or sensory processes (Gastaut, 1952) , resulting in alpha ERD. Beta ERD is seen in motor planning around movement onset (Alegre et al., 2003; Rubino et al., 2006; Tzagarakis et al., 2010) . Our results can be interpreted as reflecting possible interruption of the resting state because the baseline activity was measured in our subjects while observing a static fixation cross, before stimulus onset. Since, however, the four motion types were randomly presented, it is highly unlikely that the differences in response to the different motion types reflect different levels of anticipation or preparation. Still, although no explicit preparation was expected to occur in our paradigm, given that biological movement may trigger an attentional orienting response (Shi et al., 2010) , this may explain the immediate onset in response to the 2/3 PL motion, observed here.
ERD and motion kinematics
Both the sensorimotor ERD and the 2/3 PL have been independently shown to play a key role in action-perception coupling; ERD arises during motion execution and observation (Hari et al., 1998; Cochin et al., 1999; Babiloni et al., 2002; Muthukumaraswamy and Johnson, 2004; Marshall and Meltzoff, 2011; Press et al., 2011) , and the 2/3 PL is associated with motor cortex activation while executing movement (Moran and Schwartz, 1999) and observing motion (Dayan et al., 2007; Casile et al., 2010) . However, ERD modulation by pure kinematic regularities has not been explicitly studied before.
An MEG study (Press et al., 2011 ; see also fMRI study by Di Dio et al., 2013) in which humans observed four movement types, a human hand or dot moving with either biological-like or constant velocity profiles, showed that motor cortical activity is more strongly affected by movement kinematics than by body form. Our results achieved through presenting a cloud of dots moving strictly according to the 2/3 PL show that kinematics is sufficient to elicit motor activity reflected by stronger central ERD. Importantly, these studies used rich biological (naturalistic) kinematics, whereas we presented a mathematically driven (pure) kinematic regularity.
An action observation study showed that the alpha and beta ERD responses in dancers viewing dance movements are stronger than in nondancers observing similar movements (Orgs et al., 2008) . The reported onsets of the selective ERDs occurred ϳ1-2 s after movement onset, as observed here. Therefore, dominance onsets appear to be kinematically driven rather than being driven by body form. Avanzini et al. (2012) also reported beta band modulation by cyclic and noncyclic movements of a human-like agent. Our results, however, demonstrated a link between kinematics and ERD modulation in response to abstract stimuli rather than a human agent stimulus. This suggests that biological body form is not required to generate ERD modulation during motion observation.
Spatiotemporal dominance of the 2/3 PL Our analysis aimed to characterize the spatiotemporal signature of ERD. Previous studies examined either evoked responses (for review, see Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999) or averaged spectral densities across movement blocks (e.g., Oberman et al., 2005) but generally neglected to assess finer temporal aspects of ERD. By identifying the dominant motion type for each electrode and clustering all electrodes based on their temporal signatures, we could directly compare three key ERD characteristics: identity and dominance onset for a given motion type and the corresponding electrode clusters that carry a shared temporal signature.
A central motor cluster in the alpha band and additional nonmotor areas of beta activity were not only consistently sensitive to the 2/3 PL but also exhibited faster dominance onset (ϳ1 s) than other motion types. Other, mostly nonmotor, electrodes, for which the dominant motion type was not the 2/3 PL motion, showed delayed dominance onset (Ͼ2 s). Thus, 2/3 PL kinematics alone, in the absence of biological or bodily form, social, or high level context, can evoke selective responses in the prefrontal cortex.
Different alpha and beta ERD patterns emerged from the grand average versus the across-subjects analysis. The acrosssubjects analysis (0.5-1.5 s) showed a widespread alpha activity and a more focused beta ERD (confined to central sites; Fig. 4 ). On the other hand, the grand average analysis (9 s) revealed a more widespread beta versus a more focused alpha 2/3 PL ERD (Fig. 5) . Previous studies (Crone et al., 1998; McFarland et al., 2000) , using a time window of ϳ1 s, reported a widespread alpha ERD and a focused beta ERD as in our across-subjects analysis. Our grand average analysis, however, revealed that these alpha and beta 2/3 PL ERD patterns are not necessarily sustained over time; beta ERD responses to the 2/3 PL may become more widespread, whereas the alpha 2/3 PL ERD becomes more focused. The different temporal scales in these two types of analysis emphasized different activity patterns: the grand average clustering analysis, assessing motion type response persistence, was performed over a 9 s time window, whereas the across-subjects analysis assessed response robustness, separately for each motion type, during a 1 s time window. Nevertheless, a clear 2/3 PL preference emerged in both these different analyses.
In conclusion, our results indicate that motion kinematics is reflected by ERD in the human brain. Visual representations of motion may be best tuned to motion kinematics as expressed by the 2/3 PL. The power attenuation of different rhythms is commonly used in brain machine interface research, for example, to decode fine movement properties using noninvasive techniques. In particular, the possibility of inferring motion kinematics based on noninvasive neural signals may be of great importance for developing and improving existing brain machine interface technologies to be used for motor rehabilitation (Jerbi et al., 2011) .
